


A room designed for creativity, 
work and togetherness.

We like it when everything has a place of its own, when form

and function interact to the extent of blending into each other.

That’s why we design and develop kitchens that are inviting, 

functional and intelligent.

Minimalist lines and sleek volumes define our products.

Their beauty is expressed through their simplicity.

A beautiful kitchen is more than a layout consisting of a worktop, 

a set of cabinets and appliances: it’s a well thought-out project 

resulting from a creative, skilful and critical eye. Reliability, care

to detail and precision are the cornerstones of our philosophy. 

We are proud to see the result of this attitude in our product. 

We believe in innovative ideas and translate them into a high-end 

product that delivers handicraft quality. 

We produce excellence.
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LIBERA KITCHEN

One of our distinctive marks is the handleless channel recessed into the door with

a rear panel integrated with the kitchen front. The material and colour of both panels 

can be chosen by the customer. The handleless door becomes a functional element 

endowed with creative power.

The definition of the horizontal and vertical lines of the design is in no way affected.

The handleless channel can be positioned on the door in an intelligent and flexible way, 

depending on the desired design results.

Various arrangements can be achieved courtesy of our colour and material options. 

A uniform, single-material approach can be adopted to achieve an even effect or, 

alternatively, contrasting colours and materials can be used for a more eclectic and 

playful result.

The recurring detail of the handleless channel is the discreet element that guarantees 

timeless beauty.
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INTEGRA ISLAND

The kitchen island is the type of arrangement that 

offers extra storage and work space while favouring 

social interaction and sharing to the greatest extent. 

It’s definitely pleasant to talk to family and friends 

while you are preparing food instead of being obliged 

to turn your back to them. The possibility of using an 

island as a food preparation unit or a dining table is 

also interesting in this context. Generally speaking, a 

projecting top is added so that part of the island can 

be used as a surface for a quick snack or as a practical 

surface to share a cooking experience.





PURE VOLUMES

Except for wood, all our finishes are available for our fronts, worktops and side panels.

This is how kitchens with a harmonious appearance are born. As well as being functional elements, 

cabinets become pure, sculptural volumes. Each single element – base unit, drawer, worktop – is

integrated by means of homogenous surfaces without metal handles that would detract from their

sleek beauty. The feeling of a pure volume gives space a refined, timeless appeal.
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THE CREATIVE POWER OF ALIGNMENTS

The Libera handleless channel is used cleverly.

Freedom to choose materials and colours offers endless planning 

possibilities. You can choose the design of your kitchen by

harmonising the materials for each single element or accentuating 

one or more details by opting for different colours and finishes. 

This also applies to tall units with sliding doors and dishwashers.
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POCKET DOORS

The door is fixed to an opening mechanism that lets the door

slide along the side of the cabinet when it is open.

This makes it disappear so that it doesn’t get in the way of people 

moving around the kitchen as well as making the entire contents 

of the cabinet readily available. It also conceals small household

appliances and ovens from view.
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WALL MIRABILIS

Our modular kitchen concept refers to furniture that 

fits perfectly into the home architecture becoming part 

of it, creating an all-round interior design that reflects 

a comprehensive project. Likewise, functionality is 

very important to us. Thanks to the patented Mirabilis 

mechanism, we have managed to unit these two aspects. 

In the wall version, the kitchen can be hidden away with 

a simple movement of the hand. The “curtain” – made 

up of two horizontal fronts - falls elegantly and conceals 

any untidiness in the kitchen, whose function is cleverly 

hidden behind it. A simple movement of the hand and 

the kitchen becomes a pure and linear volume.





MIRABILIS

In the wall version the kitchen can be concealed at the simple

movement of a hand. The “curtain” – formed by two horizontal

fronts - falls elegantly concealing any untidiness in the kitchen, whose 

functions remain cleverly concealed. With a simple gesture the kitchen 

becomes an element with a clean, linear volume.
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LIGHTING

Lighting determines the mood of a room, making it inviting or 

unfriendly. Depending on the lighting, the same room can seem flat, 

technical and cold or warm and comfortable.

We need a different type of light, ranging from ambient to

functional or decorative, depending on how we are using the 

kitchen. We therefore offer an extensive choice of practical, 3000K 

or 4000k, energy-saving led light bars or spotlights that can be 

installed either inside or outside cabinets.
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Design lines and volumes are cleverly combined with 

functional elements. The end result is a harmonious 

and rational kitchen space.

Thanks to its minimalist structure and its large, 

elegant style, the island version of Mirabilis has an 

architectural role in the room, becoming either a 

bridge that opens up to more space or a partition.

ISLAND MIRABILIS
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ROOM DIVIDER

Thanks to the elegant Mirabilis lift door - paired with minimum 

240-cm high ceilings - it is possible to create open or closed

kitchen arrangements. If you have been cooking and the kitchen is 

a mess, just drop the “curtain” – i.e. two horizontal doors – to hide

everything elegantly from view. They can separate the kitchen from 

the living room area or simply conceal the worktop. Just choose 

whether you want an open space or an enclosed kitchen.
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ISLAND WITH
LIGNUM
BREAKFAST BAR

The evenly-distributed horizontal grain gives the 

island – as well as the surrounding space - an 

elegant and natural appeal, conveying a sense of 

quality, warmth and wellbeing to the room. Thanks 

to its warmth, Lignum adds balance in a harmonious 

dialogue with materials that are intrinsically colder 

than itself such as glass and marble.





CABINET INTERIORS

For a functional and well-organised kitchen we can offer you

a set of interior mechanisms and accessories chosen from the best European suppliers.
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A

DETAIL 

Even when materials are thin, the bracket system makes for

sturdy fastening to the back panel and to the projecting top.

The brackets are flush with the bottom of the island and remain 

invisible, making it look as if it is floating – an important detail

in open space arrangements.

In addition, it becomes easy to install and take care of downdraft 

hoods recessed in the worktop.

An optional aluminium edging is available to protect the edge 

between the worktop and the island.
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CUSTOMIZATION

The handleless channel can be positioned on the door in an intelligent 

and flexible way, depending on the desired design results.

Various arrangements can be achieved courtesy of our colour and 

material options. A uniform, single-material approach can be adopted 

to achieve an even effect or, alternatively, contrasting colours and

materials can be used for a more eclectic and playful result.

The recurring detail of the handleless channel is the discreet element 

that guarantees timeless beauty. 



SUSPENSION

Even when materials are thin, the bracket system makes for sturdy

fastening to the back panel and to the projecting top.

The brackets are flush with the bottom of the island and remain invisible, 

making it look as if it is floating – an important detail in open space

arrangements. In addition, it becomes easy to install and take care of 

downdraft hoods recessed in the worktop. An optional aluminium edging 

is available to protect the edge between the worktop and the island.
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MATERIALS

In our opinion, the decisive factor for a durable, functional kitchen 
is the material used. Likewise, each finish contributes to defining the 
identity of a kitchen and determining its aesthetic result.

ETCHED GLASS

The silky, even surface of the satin glass used by Convivio is

obtained by etching the surface. It’s slightly more difficult to clean 

compared to a gloss glass kitchen. On the other hand, fingerprints 

are much less visible on satin surfaces than on gloss ones.

CONCRETE GREYCRETA HENNÈLEAD GREYOBSIDIAN BLACK OLIVE GREEN

PURE WHITERUBIN RED SANDSMOKE SPRING BEIGE ULTRA WHITE

GLOSS GLASS

Depending on its direction, light produces different effects on gloss 

fronts, creating a visually brighter space. A gloss glass surface also

expands indoor spaces. The light on surfaces also reflects any greenery 

present in the garden or on a terrace, transferring it into the kitchen. 

Outdoor open spaces therefore enter your home. Fingerprints are very 

visible on gloss surfaces but they can be easily removed.

CONCRETE GREYCRETA HENNÈLEAD GREY OLIVE GREEN

RUBIN RED SANDSMOKE SPRING BEIGE ULTRA WHITEPURE WHITE

OBSIDIAN BLACK
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STEINLESS STEEL

A stainless steel kitchen has a very professional look. That’s why 

this material is used in industrial kitchens. A stainless steel kitchen 

is convincing in terms of its resistance to heat, its sturdiness and its 

sleek aesthetics. Last but not least, it is easy to clean and sanitise

the surfaces and a stainless steel sink can be seamlessly welded

onto a worktop in the same material. We use AISI 304 stainless steel 

for our surfaces.

STAINLESS STEEL

PORCELAIN STONEWARE

The porcelain stoneware chosen by Convivio is mass coloured which 

means that all the surfaces, including the edges, have the same finish. 

This is an excellent alternative to natural stone.

The mass-coloured porcelain stoneware we use for our fronts is 4 mm 

thick, but it is 12 mm thick for our worktops and end panels. Moreover, 

our aluminium-framed porcelain stoneware fronts are strengthened by 

a HPL panel support.

JASPER MOKACONCRETE

ELM EUCALYPTUS

WOOD

To guarantee their water-resistance, our natural Elm wood panels 

are made from a natural composite panel coated with water-based 

varnish and backed by a pre-edged MDF panel.

The Eucalyptus finish in the thickness of 4 mm is instead obtained

for veneer pressing on full thickness HPL laminate.

This is our technical choice for a long-lasting product.

COSMIC GREY ICE WHITEMEDIUM GREY PEARL GREY SAND

HPL

We use only resistant, long-lasting materials for our kitchens.

For this reason we have decided not to use thin, 0.9-mm thick sheets 

of laminate applied to MDF or chipboard panels. Instead, we use 

4-mm thick laminate applied directly to the frame with no backing 

panel. This means that there are no glued-on edges and we can

guarantee total water resistance.

MILK WHITE
BLACK CORE

ICE WHITE
BLACK CORE

FENIX

Fenix NTA is high-end laminate produced by © Arpa Industriale Spa.

It has an anti-fingerprint, pleasant, soft-touch surface.

FENIX products are super-matt, paper-based materials.

Its poor light reflection properties and its silky finish - that is pleasant 

to touch -make this an extraordinary mass-produced material that 

exceeds the performances of the best matt lacquers. FENIX NTM® is 

also currently the most scratch-resistant laminate on the market.

INGO BLACK OTTAWA

BLACK

BROMO GREY LONDON GREY JAIPUR RED LUXOR BEIGE ARIZONA BEIGE EFESO GREY BIANCO KOS
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convìvio

[con - vì - vio] s. m.

pl. - vi 

[Word origin Latin convivium, der. of convivĕre “living together”]

1. Invitation, banquet also in the figurative sense.

2. The Convivio, title of a doctrinal work of Dante.
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